
Name: _________________________________ Period: ______ 

Weathering Project 

Create a timeline to show a nonliving object undergo the process of weathering. 
 

Directions and Checklist Check when 

finished 

1.     Choose a nonliving object. (Choose one you can draw 8 times!)  
2.     In box 1: Title your Timeline as the name of your object 

        In box 10: Write your name, date, and period 
 

3.     In box 10: Write your name, class period, and date.  
4.     In boxes 2-9: Draw your object as it goes through 3 types of weathering.  
5.    Label each box with the type of weathering that your object is undergoing.  
6.    Include a timeframe that makes sense for your object  

       (Give a realistic amount of time for the weathering 
 

7.    Color your pictures – Neatness counts!  

       Make sure this is your BEST EFFORT! 
 

 

Rubric 
Category 3 2 1 

Type of Weathering 1 Type of weathering 

correctly drawn and 

correctly labeled 

Type of weathering is 

either drawn or labeled, 

but not both 

Type of weathering not 

drawn or labeled. 

Type of Weathering 2 Type of weathering 

correctly drawn and 

correctly labeled 

Type of weathering is 

either drawn or labeled, 

but not both 

Type of weathering not 

drawn or labeled. 

Type of Weathering 3 Type of weathering 

correctly drawn and 

correctly labeled 

Type of weathering is 

either drawn or labeled, 

but not both 

Type of weathering not 

drawn or labeled. 

Timeframe Appropriate Realistic timeframe 

identified 

Somewhat realistic 

timeframe identified 

Timeframe identified is 

not realistic 

Conventions No spelling or grammar 

errors 

1-3 spelling or grammar 

errors 

4 or more spelling or 

grammar errors 

Quality Project is colored, neat, 

and shows your best 

effort 

Project is somewhat 

colored, neat, and shows 

good effort 

Project is not colored, 

neat, and does not show 

best effort 

Title and Name Title and name are in 

proper boxes 

Title or name are not in 

proper boxes 

Title or name are missing 

Total:        /21 

 Use the boxes below to sketch your idea before you start your final project. 

 
 
 
 
 

    

 
 
 
 
 

    

 


